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Fiction/Theory: Editorial
Feminist consciousness made me question reality and fiction. For
example, when I was writing L'Arner, I felt that I had to move reality into
fiction because patriarchal reality made no sense and was useless to me. I
also had the impression and the certainty that my fictions were reality -
they are full of meaning - and that from there I could start a theoretical
work. That's why I called the book "une fiction theorique".
Nicole Brossard
Strategies of writing and reading are forms of cultural resistance. Not
only can they work to turn dominant discourses inside out (and show that
it can be done) ... they also challenge theory in its own terms, the terms of a
semiotic space constructed in language, its power based on social valida-
tion and well-established modes of enunciation and address.
Teresa de Lauretis
"There she goes scrambling over the barrier/slash." (Kathy Mezei) In-
vading, appropriating, violating the rule of binary oppositions that go-
verns our system of logic and erects hierarchies. The feminist reader gone
co-creator. Turned writer. And what does she create? Fiction/theory: the
record of her reading, a reading with rather than about the text.
In Writing as Reading/L'Ecriture comme lecture, Tessera No. 2, the fe-
minist reader/critic/writer asserted her active presence in shaping the text.
Fiction/theory, Tessera No. 3, continues the discussion of feminist stra-
tegies of appropriation with a shift in emphasis from the reception point
in the communicative process to that of the message. Given the complex
nature of feminist interaction with the text which explodes categories and
genres, whatform of hybrid textis produced? Writing. It's work. Changing
the relationship with language. No longer a statement of truth but words
which construct truth. Disrupting the nature of the relationship between
the act of enunciation and the enounced. Theory interwoven with symbols
(fiction). Imagination. Fictions. Multiple texts, integral.
Women's fictions raise theoretical issues: women's theorizing appears
as/in fiction. Women's writing disturbs our usual understanding of the
terms fiction and theory which assign value to discourses. Detached from
their ordinary contexts, established meanings become suspect. By inciting
the reader to rethink her/his presence within that "social reality" women
writers effect a disturbance in those constructions that work at keeping us
all in our "proper" places.
Theory / Fiction / Fiction-Theory / Fiction/Theory... The twenty-one
texts gathered in this issue cross over the slash in all directions and in every
permutation. Some are the critical rewritings of texts which appeared in
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earlier issues of Tessera: we would like to receive more re-visionary texts.
Together they demonstrate that writing as research is a major characteris-
tic of contemporary feminist writing. However, as the more critical and
theoretical articles suggest, Quebec and English-Canadian women are not
Siamese twins: the common ground of these pages masks divergence. Fic-
tion/theory has been the dominant mode of feminist writing in Quebec for
more than a decade. Feminism allied with post-modernism to provide the
impetus for understanding the negotiable meaning of the text. Currently
fiction/theory is being re-examined by younger women writers, including
Monique LaRue and others identified by Suzanne Lamy, who have taken
up their pens under the aegis of theoretical fiction and who feel less urgen-
cy to defend its position on the literary scene. On the contrary, younger
English-Canadian women writers like Smaro Kambourelli and Pamela
Banting are coming to fiction/theory with an effervescence and pleasure in
discovery all the more marked in light of the critical invisibility suffered by
the few more established practitioners of fiction/theory in English Canada.
In both cases, the occasion is one for question and exploration, for upset-
ting categories and hierarchies, for refusing one's "proper place". Here,
as we had hoped in our first editorial, "theory and practice are united
in the writing and the reading".
Barbara Godard
for the editorial collective
Tessera is a "moveable" editorial collective changing its venue with each
issue which appears annually. We are grateful to Geoff Hancock and Can-
adian Fiction Magazine for welcoming this third issue. CVIl (Winnipeg)
will welcome the fourth issue in 1987.
Tessera would like to thank the Publications Committee and the English
Department at Simon Fraser University for financial support and secretari-
al assistance and the English Department and the Faculty of Arts of York
University for additional funding.
We should like to extend special thanks to the translators, Susanne de
Lotbiniere-Harwood, Louise Ladouceur, Richard Lebeau and Sherry
Simon, who undertook the challenging task of translating these explorato-
ry feminist texts.
Tessera would like to thank Maureen Hole, Trish Matson for their help
and welcome Maureen Nicholson as our new managing editor.
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